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CHIEF RETURNING OFFICER DECISION 

Re: Gurbir Dhaliwal – Allega3on of interference with vo3ng and running in a slate 

This decision concerns evidence I obtained that candidate Gurbir Dhaliwal engaged in voter 
interference. 

I obtained a video in which a person can be seen filling out a ballot on a mobile device while it is 
in the hands of another voter. I also obtained a photograph of this person taken at another angle, 
in which it is clear that the person is Dhaliwal. The photograph and a s3ll shot taken from the 
video are aDached to this decision. 

In the video, Dhaliwal can be seen scrolling through the ballot, unchecking some candidates and 
checking other candidates. Dhaliwal can then be seen submiEng the ballot. 

In this elec3on, I exercised my authority as CRO to impose rules that candidates may not handle 
a voter’s electronic device and that candidates may not remain present while a voter is vo3ng. 

Addi3onally, running in an expressed or apparent slate is a viola3on of elec3on rules under KSA’s 
bylaws and regula3ons. 

I no3fied Dhaliwal of these allega3ons, provided him with a copy of the video and the photograph, 
and advised him that he was at risk of being disqualified. I invited him to provide a response, 
which he did. 

In his response, Dhaliwal claimed that the voter in the video was his classmate, was unfamiliar 
with the vo3ng process, and that Dhaliwal was guiding him through the process. I reject this claim. 
Filling out a ballot for a voter cannot credibly be described as “guiding him through the vo3ng 
process.” In any case, his explana3on is not a defence to the allega3ons as there is no excep3on 
to the rules that allows a candidate to assist voters in filling out their ballots. 

Based on the totality of the evidence, I have formed the opinion that Dhaliwal handled a voter’s 
electronic device while the voter was vo3ng, remained present while a voter was vo3ng, and ran 
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in the elec3on in an apparent slate. These are all serious offences, each of which, on its own, is 
grounds for disqualifica3on. 

Therefore, Gurbir Dhaliwal is disqualified from this elec8on. 

 

 
5 March 2023 

_______________________________ 
JARED NASH 

Chief Returning Officer 
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S3ll Shot from Video Photograph 

 


